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Abstract
Simple spike synchrony between Purkinje cells projecting to a common
neuron in the deep cerebellar nucleus is emerging as an important factor
in the encoding of output information from cerebellar cortex. Stochastic
synchronization is a viable mechanism through which this synchrony could
be generated, but it has received scarce attention, perhaps because the
presence of feedforward inhibition in the input to Purkinje cells makes in-
sights difficult. This paper presents a method to account for feedforward
inhibition so the usual mathematical approaches to stochastic synchro-
nization can be applied. Three concepts (input correlation, heterogeneity,
and PRC shape) are then introduced to facilitate an intuitive understand-
ing of how different factors can affect synchronization in Purkinje cells.
This is followed by a discussion of how stochastic synchrony could play a
role in the cerebellar response under different assumptions.
1 Introduction
The cerebellum has a striking and relatively clear anatomical organization,
which has brought hope that it could be the first brain system whose func-
tion could be understood in terms of its structure [1]. There is agreement that
the cerebellum may play a role in a variety of cognitive functions, in addition
to its involvement in motor control [2].
Figure 1 shows the basic anatomical organization of the cerebellar cortex.
See [3] or [1] for reviews. In order to designate specific types of neurons and
axons in the cerebellum the abbreviations of figure 1 will be used. Synapses
from a source neuron/axon type towards a target neuron type will be denoted
by the abbreviation of the source and target connected by a dash; e.g. PF-PC
denotes the synapse between parallel fibers and Purkinje cells.
Perhaps the most influential set of ideas regarding how the cerebellum works
is the Marr/Albus model [6, 7], which has led to a variety of models in which
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Figure 1: Basic connection scheme of the cerebellum. Granule cells
(GC) receive afferent and efferent information from the mossy fibers (MF), and
convey that information through their parallel fibers (PF). The PFs excite both
Purkinje Cells (PC) and molecular layer interneurons (MLI); in turn the MLIs
send axons to the PCs. Purkinje cells constitute the only output of the cerebellar
cortex, and they send axons that form GABAergic inhibitory connections on the
cells of the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN). Neurons in the inferior olivary nucleus
(IO) send axons known as climbing fibers (CF) which form thousands of synapses
on PCs. Each PC receives excitation from a single CF. An action potential in
a CF reliably causes an action potential in the PCs it innervates; these action
potentials are known as complex spikes, and are easily distinguishable from
simple spikes, which are action potentials tonically generated by the PC, and
modulated by the PFs. Not illustrated in the figure is the fact that the ascending
axons (AA) of the granule cells can make multiple connections on the dendritic
arbor of PCs [4], the orientation of PC dendritic arbors perpendicular to parallel
fibers, or the organization in parasagittal modules [5].
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Purkinje cells act like a perceptron whose learning signal comes from the climb-
ing fibers. (e.g. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]). The discovery of conjunctive Long-
Term Depression (LTD) in the PF-PC synapses [15, 16, 17] has added plausibil-
ity to these models. Over time, however, it has become increasingly clear that
conjunctive LTD alone may not explain learning in the cerebellum.
Several studies suggest the incompleteness of conjunctive LTD to explain
cerebellar learning. First, it has been shown that cerebellar motor learning can
take place in the absence of PF-PC LTD [18, 19]. Second, the correlation of
Purkinje cell firing and muscle EMG can show both positive or negative corre-
lations, with positive correlations being the more prevalent [20, 21]. If the role
of Purkinje cells was to gate motor commands through just inhibition, negative
correlations should be the most common. Third, synaptic inhibition of Purkinje
cells, whose complex spike-elicited plasticity acts to counteract PF-PC conjunc-
tive LTD, seems to play a role in motor learning [22], which is ignored by models
that rely exclusively on PF-PC LTD. Moreover, other studies suggest that the
timing of Purkinje cells’ spikes is important, not only their firing rate. Tottering
mutant (tg) mice have virtually the same firing rate as that of wild types during
spontaneous activity and in response to optokinetic stimulation; nevertheless,
tg mutants show abnormal compensatory eye movements and severe ataxia [23].
When explaining how the timing of PC simple spikes affect their DCN tar-
gets, and how different types of CF-mediated plasticity affect cerebellar output,
it may be important to pay attention to synchrony among Purkinje cells in-
nervating the same DCN cell. This syncrony can modulate the response of
the target DCN cell [24, 25, 26, 27]. It has been observed that there exists
simple-spike synchrony among PCs separated by several hundred micrometers,
and that this synchrony seems to depend on afferent input [28, 29, 30, 31, 32].
This synchrony does not seem to be fully explained by firing rate co-modulation
or PC recurrent collaterals. Firing rate modulation may be insufficient in this
case, because there are cases where the modulation in synchrony is unrelated
to the modulation in firing rate [29, 30]. Purkinje cell recurrent collaterals tend
to generate oscillations whose coherence decays with distance [33], which is in-
consistent with the distances across which synchrony is found; moreover, it is
unclear how sensory inputs could modify the functional coupling of Purkinje
cells [31] if this coupling depended on a fast oscillatory regime. It is thus appro-
priate to study stochastic synchronization as a candidate mechanism to explain
how Purkinje cells can activate synchronously.
The phenomenon of stochastic synchrony happens when several uncoupled
oscillators synchronize their phases when receiving correlated inputs [34, 35].
The intuition behind this is that if the oscillators become entrained to the inputs
then they will respond similarly, thus acquiring similar phases. An interesting
aspect of stochastic synchronization is that the degree of synchrony can be
controlled by the way that the oscillators respond to inputs, which opens the
possibility of its modulation by plasticity mechanisms. If synchrony plays a
role in shaping the response of cerebellar cortex, it seems feasible that there are
plasticity mechanisms capable of creating synchrony.
One possible reason why stochastic synchrony has not been largely consid-
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ered in the case of Purkinje cells is the complication arising from the feedfor-
ward inhibition in the parallel fibers. As shown in figure 1, PFs stimulate MLIs,
which in turn stimulate PCs. This inhibition has been observed as IPSPs aris-
ing shortly after EPSPs [36], and seems to be fundamental in understanding the
response of PCs [37, 38]. Although considerable advances have been made in
understanding stochastic synchrony [34, 35, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
49, 50], no study has explored how feedforward inhibition affects this process.
Exploring stochastic synchronization of Purkinje cells requires to represent
their activity in terms of their phase. A neuron that fires periodically can be
understood as a dynamical system whose trajectory in phase space follows an
asymptotically stable limit cycle. Such a dynamical system can be described by
a single variable called its phase; the phase describes how far the current state is
along the limit cycle trajectory. Perturbations to the system (such as synaptic
inputs in the case of a neuron) can be described by how they shift the phase of
the system when they are received [51, 52]. The PRC (Phase Response Curve
or Phase Resetting Curve) of the system plots the shift in phase that an input
produces as function of the system’s phase when the input is received. PRCs
are a standard tool when understanding the behavior of coupled oscillators,
and have been extensively used to describe networks of neurons [53, 54]. Also,
as expected, PRCs are also a standard tool in analytical studies of stochastic
synchronization.
This paper presents two main sets of results. The first one is the develop-
ment of an equivalent PRC. If the effect of feedforward excitation coming from
the PFs to the PCs is represented with an excitatory PRC, and the effect of
feedforward inhibition coming to the PCs from the MLIs is represented with
an inhibitory PRC, the equivalent PRC lumps the effect of both excitatory and
delayed inhibitory PRCs so we only have one type of inputs. This allows the
insights from the theory of stochastic synchronization to be applied when there
is feedforward inhibition, as is the case of Purkinje cells. The equivalent PRC
is defined in two different ways, and in order to validate these definitions Monte
Carlo simulations are performed to verify that an oscillator using the equivalent
PRC responds similarly to an oscillator with excitatory and delayed inhibitory
inputs.
The second set of results in this paper consists of computational simulations
of oscillators receiving correlated noise and feedforward excitation and delayed
feedforward inhibition. These simulations show that, as expected, the results
from the theory of stochastic synchronization can provide valuable insights
about the factors which cause synchrony. In order to explore how stochastic
synchrony may affect cerebellar output, I focus on 3 factors (input correlation,
heterogeneity, and PRC shape) that control the level of synchronization, and
on how they may be affected by CF-mediated plasticity. The output of the
synchronizing oscillators is in turn directed towards an oscillator representing a
DCN cell, which includes a simple mechanism to produce rebound spikes (spikes
caused from powerful depolarizing currents activated by membrane hyperpolar-
ization; they can raise the firing rate in response to an increase in synchrony).
Through the use of this model it is shown that synchronization is a subtle re-
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sponse that can depend on several physiological details not often considered
in the literature. For example, for the parameters used: (1) synchrony among
Purkinje cells does not have to be related to their firing rate modulation, and
(2) the effect of synchrony could complement or oppose the putative effect of
LTD in the PF-PC synapse. The paper ends with a discussion of how some
hypotheses regarding cerebellar function may change when synchrony is taken
into account.
2 Models
The equivalent PRC mentioned above will be developed in the next three sub-
sections. This equivalent PRC can only emulate the effects of excitation and
delayed inhibition in an approximate manner, and there are several ways to
define it. This paper presents two different definitions for the equivalent PRC.
The first subsection of this section presents introductory material, and the next
two subsections develop the two different definitions of the equivalent PRC.
2.1 Reduction to a phase equation, and the stationary
phase PDF
This subsection briefly outlines some basic results from [52, 51] using notation
based on [39]. The results show how N dynamical systems oscillating in a
limit cycle and receiving impulsive inputs can be represented with N phase
variables. PRCs, the phase transition function, and the phase evolution equation
are introduced for individual oscillators, which allows to find an equation for
their stationary phase Probability Density Function (PDF). If we measure the
phase of the oscillator at some random point in time, the phase PDF can provide
the probability that the sampled phase is in a particular interval.
Consider N oscillators whose dynamics can be expressed as
X˙i(t) = F(Xi(t)) + Ii(t) (1)
for i = 1, . . . , N , where the vectorXi(t) denotes the state of oscillator i at time t,
F is the function describing the dynamics of each oscillator, and Ii(t) represents
external random inputs consisting of impulsive displacements in phase space.
We assume that the oscillators have an asymptotically stable limit cycle X0(t).
The impulsive inputs are given by
Ii(t) =
∞∑
n=1
einδ(t− t
i
n) (2)
where tin represents the time of the n-th input to the i-th oscillator, and e
i
n
provides the direction of the shift in phase space caused by the corresponding
input, so that at time tin the oscillator i receives an immediate shift in phase
space from point Xi to point Xi + e
i
n. Since our oscillator represents a neuron,
the value of ein should be determined by the synapse that receives the input.
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Furthermore, it is assumed that the inputs will not take the system outside the
basin of attraction of X0(t). The inputs that will be considered in this paper
behave as Poisson random point processes. If an input has a mean firing rate r,
then its interimpulse interval T has an exponential distribution:
P (T ) = re−rT (3)
where P (T ) is the probability density function for T .
We define a phase variable θ along the limit cycle so that θ(t) = θ(X0(t)), θ has
a constant angular velocity ω, and its range is [0, 1). This means that in the
absence of external inputs we’ll have:
θ˙i(t) = ωi. (4)
In the first part of the results section we work with systems where all the
oscillators have the same angular frequency ω. The phase of points not directly
on X0 is defined through the use of isochrons, which are the set of points that
asymptotically converge to a particular trajectory X∗0 in the periodic orbit. If
the points on an isochron converge to the trajectory X∗0, then their phase at
time t is θ(X∗0(t)). For all functions in this paper whose arguments include a
phase value, I assume that this phase value is taken modulo 1; e.g. phases 0,
1 are the same phase, and the same can be said of phases −0.1, 0.9, and 2.9.
When an oscillator has phase θ at time t, and an input shifts its state at that
moment by an amount e then this state moves to a new isochron, with the
consequent shift in phase denoted by G(θ, e). We define the phase transition
function as
F (θ, e) = θ +G(θ, e), (5)
with its output taken modulo 1. If the phase of an oscillator at time tn right
before its n-th input is θn, then the phase right after the input can be written
as φn ≡ F (θn, en) = θn +G(θn, en). The evolution equation of the phase is an
iterative equation describing the phase of the oscillator at the time when the
(n+ 1)-th input arrives:
θn+1 = ωTn + F (θn, en) = θn + ωTn +G(θn, en), (6)
where Tn = tn+1 − tn. The dynamics of the phase in continuous time are
described by the equation:
θ˙(t) = ω +
∞∑
n=1
G(θn, en)δ(t− tn). (7)
Given that the input times tn and the input effects en are random variables,
so are the phases θn. The Probability Density Function (PDF) of the phase θ
at time step n is denoted ρ(θ, n). This PDF can be described by the following
generalized Frobenius-Perron equation [55]:
ρ(θ, n+ 1) =
∫ 1
0
W (θ − φ)
∫
Q(e)
∫ 1
0
δ(φ− F (ψ, e))ρ(ψ, n) dψ de dφ. (8)
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The term W (θ − φ) represents the probability that during the interimpulse
interval Tn the phase changes from φ to θ. Q(e) is the probability density
function for e. Intuitively, the two innermost integrals produce the expected
phase after the n-th input with ψ being the starting phase; this expected phase,
represented by the integration variable φ is taken in the outermost integral in
order to calculate the probability that during the interspike interval the phase
transitions from φ to θ. The transition kernel W (θ) can be explicitly obtained
in the case of Poisson inputs, considering that its arguments are taken to be
modulo 1:
W (θ) =
1
ω
∞∑
j=0
P
(
θ + j
ω
)
=
r
ω
∞∑
j=0
e−
r
ω
θe−
r
ω
j
=
Ae−Aθ
1− e−A
, (9)
with A = r/ω. In the limit of a large number of transitions the PDFs ρ(θ, n)
will reach a stationary state ρ(θ) obeying:
ρ(θ) =
∫ 1
0
W (θ − φ)
∫
Q(e)
∫ 1
0
δ(φ− F (ψ, e))ρ(ψ) dψ de dφ. (10)
I refer to this equation as the phase PDF equation.
2.2 The equivalent PRC as a function of the phase PDF
The first idea to obtain an equivalent PRC, denoted in this subsection as ∆, is
to take the phase PDF ρ(θ) produced by the excitatory and inhibitory inputs,
and define ∆ so its phase PDF matches ρ(θ). This idea will be developed below.
I start by assuming a single oscillator and a single Poisson process that pro-
duces excitatory inputs. Feedforward inhibition is modeled by assuming that for
each excitatory input at time tn there will be a corresponding inhibitory input
at time tn + d, where d represents the feedforward delay. All excitatory in-
puts will produce a shift in phase space eexc, whereas inhibitory inputs produce
a shift einh. The excitatory and inhibitory PRCs are defined respectively as:
∆exc(θ) = G(θ, eexc), ∆inh(θ) = G(θ, einh), where the function G maps shifts in
phase space to shifts in phase. An oscillator using instead the equivalent PRC
will present a shift in phase ∆(θ) at the times when the excitatory inputs arrive.
I assume a perturbation from the system where the PRC is zero for all phases
and the phase PDF is uniform. Furthermore, the perturbation is small enough
so that the phase transition function F is still invertible. Let ρ(θ) = 1+ ερ1(θ),
and expand the equivalent PRC as ∆(θ) = ε∆1(θ) + ε
2∆2(θ) + O(ε
3) (using
big Oh notation), so that as ε goes to zero we recover the unperturbed system.
Before substituting these terms, the phase PDF equation 10 is simplified in 3
steps:
1. The middle integral disappears, since there is only one type of input, and
the PDF Q integrates to one.
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2. We perform the innermost integral using the basic formula for performing
change of variables with Dirac δ functions. If g(x) is a real function with
a root at x0 the formula is δ(g(x)) =
δ(x−x0)
|g′(x0)|
.
3. We substitute the transition kernel W for its expression in Eq. 9.
This yields:
ρ(θ) =
∫ 1
0
Ae−A(θ−φ)
1− e−A
ρ(F−1(φ))
|F ′(F−1(φ))|
dφ (11)
Notice that the argument (θ − φ) of W is still taken modulo 1, so we need
separate integrals for the cases when this argument is positive and negative:
ρ(θ) =
Ae−Aθ
1− e−A
[∫ θ
0
eAφ
ρ(F−1(φ))
|F ′(F−1(φ))|
dφ+ e−A
∫ 1
θ
eAφ
ρ(F−1(φ))
|F ′(F−1(φ))|
dφ
]
.
(12)
We now assume F (φ) = φ + ε∆1(φ) + ε
2∆2(φ) + O(ε
3). Let F−1(φ) = φ +
εψ1(φ) + ε
2ψ2(φ) + O(ε
3). Substituting these two previous expressions in the
identity F (F−1(φ)) = φ we obtain:
ψ1 = −∆1,
ψ2 = −∆2 +∆1∆
′
1,
F−1(φ) = φ− ε∆1 + ε
2(∆1∆
′
1 −∆2) +O(ε
3),
where the argument has been omitted in some functions for brevity of notation.
Using this expression for F−1 we find:
ρ(F−1(φ))
|F ′(F−1(φ))|
=
1 + ερ1 − ε
2∆1ρ
′
1 +O(ε
3)
1 + ε∆′1 − ε
2(∆′2 −∆1∆
′′
1 ) +O(ε
3)
,
where we use the fact that since F is invertible, F ′ > 0. Using long division to
eliminate the quotient and substituting into (12) yields:
1 + ερ1(θ) =
Ae−Aθ
1− e−A
(∫ θ
0
eAφ
[
1 + ε(ρ1 −∆
′
1)− ε
2(∆1ρ
′
1 −∆1∆
′′
1 +∆
′
1ρ1 − (∆
′
1)
2 +∆′2)
]
dφ +
e−A
∫ 1
θ
eAφ
[
1 + ε(ρ1 −∆
′
1)− ε
2(∆1ρ
′
1 −∆1∆
′′
1 +∆
′
1ρ1 − (∆
′
1)
2 +∆′2)
]
dφ
)
.
(13)
The terms in this equation can be grouped according to the power of ε that
they contain. The zeroth-order terms yield an identity corresponding to the
unperturbed case. The equation corresponding to the first power of ε is:
ρ1(θ) =
Ae−Aθ
1− e−A
(∫ θ
0
eAφ(ρ1 −∆
′
1) dφ + e
−A
∫ 1
θ
eAφ(ρ1 −∆
′
1) dφ
)
. (14)
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This equation can be differentiated with respect to θ, and in the resulting equa-
tion we can solve for ∆′1 to obtain:
∆′1(θ) = −
1
A
ρ′1(θ).
Integrating this provides an expression to evaluate ∆1:
∆1(θ) =
1
A
(C1 − ρ1(θ)), (15)
where C1 is an integration constant. Notice that equation 14 only provides
constraints for the derivative of ∆1, so it can’t be used to determine the value
of C1, reflecting the fact that oscillators with different frequencies can have the
same stationary phase PDF. Since the quantity εC1/A becomes a constant term
in ∆, it adds an extra amount of advance or retardation to the phase whenever
an input is received, and we can adjust its value so that the mean firing rate of
the oscillator with two PRCs matches that of the oscillator with the equivalent
PRC.
The equation corresponding to ε2 in equation 13 is:∫ θ
0
eAφ[∆1(ρ
′
1−∆
′′
1)+∆
′
1(ρ1−∆
′
1)+∆
′
2] dφ = −e
−A
∫ 1
θ
eAφ[∆1(ρ
′
1−∆
′′
1)+∆
′
1(ρ1−∆
′
1)+∆
′
2] dφ.
(16)
As in the previous case we can differentiate with respect to θ and solve for ∆′2,
which gives:
∆′2 =
1
A
[
ρ1ρ
′
1 − C1ρ
′
1 −
1
A
(C1ρ
′′
1 + ρ1ρ
′′
1 ) + ρ1ρ
′
1 +
1
A
(ρ′1)
2
]
. (17)
We can use the integration by parts formula
∫
ρ1ρ
′′
1 = ρ1ρ
′
1−
∫
(ρ′1)
2 to find the
antiderivative of this expression, which is:
∆2 =
1
A
[
ρ1(ρ1 +
ρ′1
A
− C1)−
C1
A
ρ′1 + C2
]
, (18)
where C2 is an integration constant. Alternatively, we can avoid having another
integration constant by finding the definite integral of equation 17 from 0 to θ,
obtaining
∆2 =
1
A
[
ρ1
(
ρ1 +
ρ′1
A
− C1
)
− ρ1(0)
(
ρ1(0) +
ρ′1(0)
A
− C1
)
−
C1
A
(ρ′1 − ρ
′
1(0))
]
.
(19)
Notice that these results are consistent with those of [43], where a pertur-
bative expansion is used to go from the PRC to the phase PDF.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed in order to verify that an oscilla-
tor using the ∆ approximation from the formulas above would respond simi-
larly to an oscillator using ∆exc and ∆inh when provided with the same input,
which consisted of a Poisson spike train with a frequency r = 600 Hz. This
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high rate comes from the assumption that the input comes from many homoge-
neous synapses receiving spike trains at a lower rate. The case of heterogeneous
synapses will be treated further ahead. It is assumed that when the oscillator’s
phase transitions from 1 to 0 a spike is emitted; phase is not allowed to go from
0 to 1 due to inhibition. The shapes of ∆exc and ∆inh were generated as half
sinusoidals with a single peak centered at the phase φ = 0.5, corresponding to
a type I PRC [56]; ∆exc is always positive, and ∆inh is always negative. The
general shape of ∆exc is justified by the measurements that have been taken
of Purkinje cells’ PRCs at high frequencies [57]. The shape of ∆inh is justified
by noticing that stimulation of MLIs tends to consistently induce an increase
in the latency of the next spike in Purkinje cells [36, 58]. The formulas in this
paper can nevertheless be applied when the excitatory and inhibitory PRCs
have different shapes. The derivation of the formulas for ∆eq requires that the
amplitudes aexc of ∆exc and ainh of ∆inh be moderate. The performance of the
formulas gradually deteriorates with larger amplitudes. The values of aexc and
ainh were chosen to be near the limit where the agreement obtained from using
∆eq is still acceptable. The feedforward delay d is taken to be 5 ms, which is
somewhat larger than usual estimations of 1 or 2 ms. This long delay is used
to test the limitations of the approaches used here to obtain ∆eq, particularly
the one to be presented in the next subsection.
Figure 2 presents the results of substituting the two PRCs by the equivalent
PRC. Panel A shows that there is a good match between the stationary phase
PDFs, as would be expected since the formulas for ∆eq were derived with this
result in mind. The PDF curves come from 400 seconds of simulation, which
permitted on average 240 000 sample points.
It seems reasonable that the output spikes of the oscillators with 1 and 2
PRCs would come at similar times, since they have similar rates and phase
PDFs. This is what is shown in panel C of figure 2, which shows the cross-
correlogram of the output spike trains for both oscillators. For comparison
purposes a similar cross-correlogramwas produced in panel D, between the spike
train of the oscillator with 2 PRCs and a spike train with the same frequency
and constant interspike intervals. It is apparent that the peaks in the top cross-
correlograms are not just a product of periodicity in the signals.
Finally, I compared the response of both oscillators when the input firing
rates were changed through the simulation. For each simulation the value of C1
was adjusted up to 2 decimal points so that the firing rates of the oscillators
would match for an input rate of 600 Hz. As can be seen in panel E, slight
inaccuracies in the calculation of this parameter were amplified for larger firing
rates. Moreover, in the case of balanced excitatory and inhibitory amplitudes
the output firing rate tended to increase for larger input firing rates. This effect
is amplified for larger PRC amplitudes, reflecting the fact that if the phase shift
of ∆exc is large, the oscillator will spike before the inhibition arrives.
So far it has been assumed that all inputs of the same type (excitatory or
inhibitory) will produce the same effect on the oscillator. On the other hand,
a real neuron tends to have heterogeneous synapses. One way to represent this
is to have separate excitatory and inhibitory PRCs for each input, representing
10
Figure 2: Comparison of oscillators with 2 and 1 PRCs when matching
phase PDFs. Simulations for 3 different amplitude combinations of ∆exc and
∆inh. For all rows, figures on the left correspond to aexc = 1/30, ainh = 2/30.
Figures on the middle correspond to aexc = 2/30, ainh = 2/30, and Figures
on the right correspond to aexc = 2/30, ainh = 1/30. The input rate for all
simulations in A-D was r = 600 Hz. A: stationary phase PDFs for oscillators
with feedforward inhibition (red) and with their equivalent PRC (blue). B:
PRCs used in the simulation. ∆exc (black), ∆inh (red), ∆eq (blue). C: Cross-
correlograms of the oscillators’ output spike trains with 1 and 2 PRCs. The
vertical axis corresponds to normalized spike count per time bin, and the hori-
zontal axis to time shift. D: Cross-correlograms of the output spike train of the
oscillator with 2 PRCs and a periodic spike train with the same mean frequency.
E: Firing rate response of the oscillators with 2 (red) and 1 (blue) PRCs to five
different levels of input rates. Input rates range from 240 Hz to 1200 Hz in
constant increments of 240 Hz.
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different synapses. If an oscillator has Nsyn different inputs, we will have PRCs
∆iexc, ∆
i
inh, for i = 1, . . . , Nsyn. In this case, for each excitatory/inhibitory pair
we may create an equivalent PRC∆ieq . One approach to create ∆
i
eq is to consider
the stationary phase PDF ρi and output firing rate that would be produced if
the inputs with ∆iexc, ∆
i
inh were considered in isolation. The formulas above
could then be used to create ∆ieq. Instead of doing this, in the next subsection
I develop a different way of obtaining ∆ieq, based on a more direct calculation
of the phase-shifting effects produced by feedforward inhibition.
2.3 Obtaining an equivalent PRC using the expected in-
hibition
The method presented above to obtain ∆ is based on creating an oscillator
with a single PRC that has the same phase PDF as the one with two PRCs. A
different idea is as follows. Assume that at time t an excitatory input is received
in the oscillator Oei with excitatory and inhibitory PRCs, and the corresponding
inhibitory input is received at time t+d. We could create an oscillator Oeq with
an equivalent PRC that would apply a phase shift at t, and that shift would be
such that the phase of Oeq at time t+ d equals the phase of Oei right after the
inhibitory input arrives.
It should be clear that this approach can only work on the average. In the
period between t and t+ d there may be several inputs shifting the phase, and
the magnitude of the inhibitory shift at time t+d depends on what the phase is
in that moment. We can then attempt to create a ∆eq equivalent PRC that on
average will lead to being in the same phase as Oei at time t+ d. Such a PRC
is constructed below in five stages, each one culminating with a version of the
equivalent PRC that is only appropriate for a restricted set of scenarios. The
fifth and most general version can be used in the case of heterogeneous inputs
and moderate feedforward delays. It should be remembered that all phases are
interpreted to be modulo 1.
Let us first consider the case of an oscillator with a single Poisson input and
feedforward inhibition. If an excitatory input arrives at time tn when the phase
is φn, then the phase will immediately experience a shift ∆exc(φn). At time
tn+ d the phase will be (φn+∆exc(φn)+ωd), where ω is the angular frequency
of the oscillator. At that moment the inhibitory input will arrive, causing a
phase shift ∆inh(φn+∆exc(φn)+ωd). A simple way to define ∆eq for this case
is:
∆eq(φ) = ∆exc(φ) + ∆inh(φ+∆exc(φ) + ωd). (20)
This constitutes the first of our for versions for the equivalent PRC. One dif-
ficulty that quickly becomes apparent with it, is that in the time interval be-
tween tn and tn + d there will usually be other inputs arriving at the oscilla-
tor, so that the phase when the inhibitory input arrives will generally not be
(φ + ∆exc(φ) + ωd). Indeed, this approach only produces reasonable results
when inputs are unlikely to arrive between tn and tn + d, which could happen
when the value of d is very small.
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One way to improve our equivalent PRC is to substitute ∆inh(φ+∆exc(φ)+
ωd) by the expected value of the inhibitory shift given the phase when the
excitatory shift happened. Let θ(t) be the function that gives the phase of the
oscillator at time t. Assume that an excitatory input arrives at time t0, when
the phase is φ0, meaning φ0 = θ(t0). Furthermore, assume that between the
times t0 and t0+d there arrive ke excitatory inputs at the times t
e
j , j = 1, . . . , ke;
and ki inhibitory inputs at the times t
i
m, m = 1, . . . , ki. For these particular
initial phase and inputs define the phase deviation as:
D =
ke∑
j=1
∆exc(θ(t
e
j)) +
ki∑
m=1
∆inh(θ(t
i
m)). (21)
D is a random variable that tells us how much the phase will change due to
inputs during the time time interval between t0 and t0 + d. For notational
convenience let’s define a ≡ φ+∆exc(φ), and b ≡ φ +∆exc(φ) + ωd. Our goal
is to calculate the expected value of ∆inh(φ + ∆exc(φ) + ωd + D), which is
denoted by E(∆inh(b+D)|φ). This notation indicates the expected value of the
inhibitory shift given that the excitatory shift happened when the phase was φ.
The equivalent PRC can then be defined as:
∆eq(φ) = ∆exc(φ) + E(∆inh(b+D)|φ). (22)
This is the second version of the equivalent PRC in this subsection. The follow-
ing paragraphs deal with finding a practical way to calculate E(∆inh(b+D)|φ),
culminating with equation 26.
To calculate E(∆inh(b + D)|φ), we can start by calculating this expected
value when we know exactly how many excitatory and inhibitory inputs arrived
during the delay period. Assume that the inputs are independent Poisson point
processes, with rate re for the excitatory ones, and rate ri for the inhibitory
ones. Using the PDF for the Poisson distribution we can obtain:
E(∆inh(b+D)|φ) =
∞∑
ke=0
∞∑
ki=0
[
(red)
ke
ke!
e−red
] [
(rid)
ki
ki!
e−rid
]
E(∆inh(b+D)|φ, ke, ki),
(23)
where E(∆inh(b+D)|φ, ke, ki) is the expected value of the inhibitory shift given
that there were ke excitatory and ki inhibitory inputs during the delay period,
making no assumptions about the order in which they arrived. The assumption
of independence between excitatory and inhibitory inputs is based on the fact
that we are restricted to a time interval of length d, during which none of the
inhibitory inputs is the result of feedforward inhibition from one of the excitatory
inputs. Notice that the first two factors decay exponentially, so in practice it is
only necessary to use a moderate number of terms.
The strategy to obtain E(∆inh(b + D)|φ, ke, ki) is to first find the PDF of
D, so we can then find the expected value through integration. This calculation
can become involved, so I will first focus on the simpler case when there is only
a single excitatory input and no inhibitory inputs during the delay interval.
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Under these circumstances, if the initial excitatory stimulus arrived at phase φ,
the PDF of D is denoted by p(D|φ, ke = 1, ki = 0). What follows is some formal
reasoning to arrive at an expression for E(∆inh(b +D)|a, ke = 1, ki = 0). The
reader may just go directly to equation 24, which is intuitive enough.
Let B denote the Borel sets in the interval [0, aexc], where aexc is the largest
value on the range of ∆exc, and define a function I
e : B → B that maps each
set A ∈ B to its preimage under ∆exc. Given the fact that there was only
a single input coming from the Poisson process in the phase interval [a, b], I
make the assumption that the input could have arrived with equal probability
at any phase between a and b. This implies that for an interval H in [0, aexc]
the probability of D ∈ H is given by λ(Ie(H) ∩ [a, b])/λ([a, b]), where λ is the
standard Lebesgue measure for the real numbers. Notice that λ([a, b]) = ωd. If
we define a measure µ(H) = λ(Ie(H) ∩ [a, b])/ωd, then the PDF of D will be
Radon-Nikodym derivative of µ with respect to λ. A practical way to calculate
this PDF starts by partitioning the interval [0, aexc] into subintervals were ∆exc
is invertible or constant, which should be possible for any reasonable PRC. If
∆exc is invertible in the interval [x, y] then
µ([x, y]) = λ(Ie([x, y]∩[a, b]))/ωd =
|∆−1exc(y)−∆
−1
exc(x)|
ωd
=
1
ωd
∫
[∆−1exc(y),∆
−1
exc(x)]
dλ.
The change of variables formula shows that∫
[∆−1exc(y),∆
−1
exc(x)]
dλ =
∫ y
x
∣∣∣∣ dds∆−1exc(s)
∣∣∣∣ ds =
∫ y
x
1
|∆′exc(∆
−1
exc(s))|
ds
=
∣∣∣∣
∫ y
x
[∆′exc(∆
−1
exc(s))]
−1 ds
∣∣∣∣ ,
where the last equation uses the fact that ∆exc is invertible, so ∆
′
exc doesn’t
change sign in this interval.
Assume without loss of generality that ∆′exc > 0 in [x, y]. Since
P (D ∈ [x, y]|φ, ke = 1, ki = 0) =
1
ωd
∫ y
x
[∆′exc(∆
−1
exc(s))]
−1 ds,
then [∆′exc(∆
−1
exc(s))]
−1/ωd is the PDF of D in the interval where ∆exc is in-
vertible. In other intervals the sign of ∆′exc may be negative, in which case the
PDF reverses its sign. If we have an interval where ∆exc is equal to a constant
c, then P (D = c|φ, ke = 1, ki = 0) = µ(c), and finding the expected value of the
inhibition is trivial. For intervals where ∆eq is not constant but is invertible,
we have
E(∆inh(b+D)|a, ke = 1, ki = 0) =
1
ωd
∫ ∆exc(b)
∆exc(a)
[∆′exc(∆
−1
exc(s))]
−1∆inh(b+s) ds.
Using a change of variables this becomes the more intuitive formula
E(∆inh(b+D)|a, ke = 1, ki = 0) =
1
ωd
∫ b
a
∆inh(b+∆exc(s)) ds. (24)
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In a similar manner it can be shown that
E(∆inh(b +D)|a, ke = 0, ki = 1) =
1
ωd
∫ b
a
∆inh(b+∆inh(s)) ds.
The complexity of these equations increases once we have more than one input,
and once we have both excitatory and inhibitory inputs, because the order in
which they arrive is important. In this case the expected value for the inhibition
comes from averaging over all the possible phases when the first and second
stimuli could have arrived, and over the possible orders for the arrival of stimuli.
To illustrate this, let’s look at the formula for ke = 1, ki = 1
E(∆inh(b+D)|φ, ke = 1, ki = 1) =
1
2ωd
[ ∫ b
a
1
b− ψ1
∫ b+∆exc(ψ1)
ψ1+∆exc(ψ1)
∆inh(b+∆exc(ψ1) + ∆inh(ψ2)) dψ2dψ1
+
∫ b
a
1
b− ψ1
∫ b+∆inh(ψ1)
ψ1+∆inh(ψ1)
∆inh(b+∆inh(ψ1) + ∆exc(ψ2)) dψ2dψ1
]
.
Intuitively, the integration variable ψ1 stands for the phase when the first input
arrived, and ψ2 for the phase when the second input arrived. The first pair of
nested integrals are for the case when the excitatory input happened first, and
the second ones for the case when the inhibitory input was the first to arrive. The
innermost integrals obtain the average inhibition given that the first stimulus
arrived at phase ψ1, and in the limit when ψ1 → b, they converge to the ∆inh
expression with ψ1 substituted by b, and ψ2 substituted by b+∆exc/inh(b).
In order to write the formula for the case with arbitrary values for ke and ki
some preliminary definitions are required. Notice that if we have ke excitatory
and ki inhibitory inputs, there are C
ke+ki
ke
different input sequences according
to whether the j-th input was excitatory or inhibitory. Let us index those
sequences and denote them by σi. In other words, we create C
ke+ki
ke
functions
σi : {1, 2, . . . , ki + ke} → {−1, 1}, defined by:
σi(j) =
{
1, if the j-th element of the i-th sequence is excitatory;
−1, if the j-th element of the i-th sequence is inhibitory.
Now define the function ∆mix : [0, 1]× {1, . . . , C
ke+ki
ke
} × {1, . . . , ke + ki} → R
(where R stands for the real numbers) by
∆mix(φ, i, j) =
{
∆exc(φ), if σi(j) = 1;
∆inh(φ), if σi(j) = −1.
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The general formula can now be written as:
E(∆inh(b+D)|φ, ke, ki) =
(
ωdCke+kike
)−1 Cke+kike∑
i=1
[∫ b
a
dψ1
1
b− ψ1
∫ b+∆mix(ψ1,i,1)
ψ1+∆mix(ψ1,i,1)
dψ2
1
b+∆mix(ψ1, i, 1)− ψ2
. . .
∫ b+∑ke+ki−1m=1 ∆mix(ψm,i,m)
ψ(ke+ki−1)+∆mix(ψ(ke+ki−1),i,ke+ki−1)
dψ(ke+ki)∆inh
(
b+
ke+ki∑
j=1
∆mix(ψj , i, j)
)]
.
(25)
For this equation I have used the convention of writing the differential sign next
to its corresponding integration sign.
Although equation 25 expresses the expected inhibition values that we want
to calculate, its complexity makes it virtually useless for practical purposes.
Fortunately, a simple assumption can simplify this expression. Assume that
for each input sequence, the inputs happen at regular time intervals (the time
periods between any two inputs are equal). It is simple to calculate the expected
value of the inhibition for this case. If we have K = ke + ki inputs, define
γ = ωd/(K + 1), and for i = 1, . . . , Cke+kike let
θi0 = a,
θi1 = θ
i
0 + γ +∆mix(θ
i
0 + γ, i, 1),
θi2 = θ
i
1 + γ +∆mix(θ
i
1 + γ, i, 2),
...
θiK = θ
i
K−1 + γ +∆mix(θ
i
K−1 + γ, i,K).
We then have:
E(∆inh(b +D)|φ, ke, ki,RT) =
1
Cke+kike
C
ke+ki
ke∑
i=1
∆inh(θ
i
K + γ), (26)
where RT stands for “Regular Times”, meaning that the inputs arrive at regular
time intervals. For a smooth function ∆inh and relatively small values of the
feedforward delay d we’ll have:
E(∆inh(b +D)|φ, ke, ki,RT) ≈ E(∆inh(b +D)|φ, ke, ki).
Even if we now can obtain a good approximation to the expected phase shift
caused by feedforward inhibition, the equivalent PRC from equation 22 may still
not achieve the goal of reaching, on average, the same phase as the oscillator
with two PRCs after the feedforward delay. To make this explicit, assume that
the function θ(t) provides the phase of the oscillator with feedforward inhibition
at time t, just as it is described for equation 21, and let θeq(t) give the phase
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of an oscillator using the corresponding equivalent PRC from equation 22 when
the input times are the same. Using an equivalent PRC instead of ∆exc and
∆inh causes the phase deviation of equation 21 to become
Deq =
ke∑
j=1
∆eq(θeq(t
e
j)).
In general, D 6= Deq during the delay period; we can calculate the expected
phase difference that this will cause right after the feedforward delay. If an
initial excitatory input arrives at time t when the phase is φ, the expected
value of the phase for the oscillator with 2 PRCs at time t + d right after the
feedforward inhibition is
b+ E(∆inh(b+D)|φ) + E(D|φ).
On the other hand, the expected value of the phase for the oscillator with 1
PRC at time t+ d is
b+ E(∆inh(b+D)|φ) + E(Deq|φ).
Subtracting the previous two expressions gives us the expected value of the
phase difference between the two oscillators at time t + d given that there was
an excitatory input at time t when the phase was φ, denoted by ξ(φ):
ξ(φ) = E(D|φ) − E(Deq|φ). (27)
If we are capable of calculating E(D|φ) and E(Deq|φ), then we can use ξ(φ)
in order to create an equivalent PRC that produces a smaller value of ξ(φ).
A simple algorithm for doing this is as follows. Let M be an integer, and
ǫ a small real number. Define ∆
(0)
eq as the equivalent PRC from equation
22.
for i = 1 to M do
ξ(i)(φ) = E(D|φ) − E(D
(i−1)
eq |φ)
∆
(i)
eq (φ) = ∆
(i−1)
eq (φ) + ǫ ξ(i)(φ)
end for
At each step in this algorithm the functions ξ(i) and ∆
(i)
eq are calculated for
all the values of φ, so it is similar to gradient descent performed for a whole
function. The resulting PRC ∆
(M)
eq constitutes the third version of an equivalent
PRC we have obtained, and can already provide very good results for oscillators
with a single input, or with homogeneous excitatory and inhibitory PRCs.
The fourth version of an equivalent PRC that I’ll obtain extends the second
version to the case when there are heterogeneous inputs. The reason why the
approach taken so far to obtain ∆eq may fail when we consider several types of
inputs, each with its own excitatory and inhibitory PRCs, is that when equation
26 is obtained the phase is assumed to advance at a steady rate between inputs
(the phase would advance an amount γ between inputs). If there is only one type
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of input this is justified, since the oscillator has a constant angular frequency.
When we have different types of inputs we consider each one separately, so even
if inputs of one type arrive at regular intervals in time, the phase will be shifted
between consecutive times by inputs of other types. This will become explicit
in the following calculation.
Consider an oscillator with feedforward inhibition that receives Nsyn dif-
ferent inputs. We consider that for each input there are two “synapses,” one
excitatory and one inhibitory, characterized by the PRCs ∆iexc, and ∆
i
inh for
the i-th input. We need to obtain Nsyn equivalent PRCs, with ∆
i
eq being used
to replace ∆iexc and ∆
i
inh. The goal is therefore to obtain a version of equation
26 that works for each i-th input individually. In order to model how the oscil-
lator’s phase changes between repetitions of the i-th input I will use the concept
of variable phase velocity, which will be explained next.
Let’s say an oscillator has a non-constant phase PDF ρ(φ). We can think
that this oscillator’s phase has a constant rate of change dφ/dt = ω, but its
inputs reshape the phase PDF so it becomes ρ(φ). Alternatively, we could
image that the oscillator receives no inputs, but instead has a phase whose
velocity dφ/dt = ω(t) is changing over time so that ρ(φ) is produced. The
idea to be introduced here is to use this oscillator with no inputs and variable
phase velocity in order to model the oscillator with constant phase velocity and
random inputs.
Let T denote the period that we will assign to our oscillator. Assume that
at time t = 0 the oscillator has phase 0, and denote the time it will take to reach
phase φ ∈ [0, 1] by τ(φ). It is easy to show that when τ(φ) = T
∫ φ
0
ρ(ψ) dψ the
phase PDF of the oscillator is ρ(φ). Since ρ > 0, τ(φ) is a monotone increasing
function, which implies that it will be invertible on [0, 1]. Let P denote this
inverse. The function P provides the phase as a function of the time since
phase 0 was crossed. We consider the argument of P to be modulo T , so it is
always in the interval [0, T ]. We are now ready to create a version of equation
26 for the case of heterogeneous inputs.
Let ρ(φ) be the phase of the oscillator with feedforward inhibition and
heterogeneous PRCs. Assume that during the feedforward delay period the
synapses for input j receive kje excitatory inputs, and k
j
i inhibitory inputs. Let
Kj = kje + k
j
i , τj =
d
Kj+1 . We can now set
θi,j0 = a,
θi,j1 = P(τ(θ
i,j
0 ) + τj) + ∆mix
(
P(τ(θi,j0 ) + τj), i, 1
)
,
θi,j2 = P(τ(θ
i,j
1 ) + τj) + ∆mix
(
P(τ(θi,j1 ) + τj), i, 2
)
,
...
θi,jK = P(τ(θ
i,j
K−1) + τj) + ∆mix
(
P(τ(θi,jK−1) + τj), i,K)
)
;
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and also:
E(∆jinh(b+D)|φ, k
j
e , k
j
i ,RT)
∗ =
(
C
kje+k
j
i
kje
)−1 Ck
j
e+k
j
i
k
j
e∑
i=1
∆jinh
(
P(τ(θi,jK ) + τj)
)
,
where the ∗ symbol next to the expected value denotes the fact that we used
the variable phase velocity approach. The definition of the phase deviation D
in this equation reflects the case of heterogeneous synapses:
D =
Nsyn∑
j=1

 kje∑
l=1
∆jexc(θ(t
e
l,j)) +
kj
i∑
m=1
∆jinh(θ(t
i
m,j))

 .
Obtaining the equivalent PRC proceeds as before. Let bj = φ +∆
j
exc(φ) + ωd;
we now have:
E(∆jinh(bj+D)|φ) ≈
∞∑
kje=0
∞∑
kj
i
=0
[
(rjed)
kje
kje!
e−r
j
ed
] [
(rji d)
kj
i
kji !
e−r
j
i
d
]
E(∆jinh(bj+D)|φ, k
j
e, k
j
i , RT )
∗,
where rje and r
j
i are the excitatory and inhibitory firing rates of the j-th input.
Since we are considering the case of feedforward inhibition, we’ll have rje = r
j
i .
The fourth version of the equivalent PRC is:
∆jeq(φ) = ∆
j
exc(φ) + E(∆
j
inh(bj +D)|φ). (28)
As would be expected, this PRC has the same limitations as the second version
of the equivalent PRC, and those limitations can be surmounted using the same
approach that led form the second to the third equivalent PRC. The phase
deviation when using the equivalent synapses is now:
Deq =
Nsyn∑
j=1
kje∑
l=1
∆jeq(θeq(t
e
l,j)).
If at time t an excitatory input is received by the j-th synapse, the expected
phase for the oscillator with feedforward inhibition and heterogeneous synapses
at time t+ d is:
bj + E(D|φ, j) + E[∆
j
inh(bj + D)|φ, j]. The notation E(D|φ, j) indicates the
assumption that a shift of magnitude ∆jexc(φ) happens at time t. In the case of
the oscillator with the equivalent PRCs of equation 28, the expected phase at
time t+ d is:
bj + E(Deq|φ, j) + E[∆
j
inh(bj +D)|φ, j].
Similarly to equation 27, the difference in phase at time t+ d is:
ξj(φ) = E(D|φ, j)− E(Deq|φ, j).
Let the functions ∆
j,(0)
eq come from equation 28, for j = 1, . . . , Nsyn. A pro-
cedure to obtain the fifth version of the equivalent PRCs can be as follows:
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for i = 1 to M do
for j = 1 to Nsyn do
ξ
(i)
j (φ) = E(D|φ, j) − E(D
(i−1)
eq |φ, j)
∆
j,(i)
eq (φ) = ∆
j,(i−1)
eq (φ) + ǫ ξ
j,(i)
j (φ)
end for
end for
The value E(D
(i−1)
eq |φ, j) is the expected phase deviation calculated using the
equivalent PRCs ∆
j,(i−1)
eq . This calculation can be time consuming depending
on the method used, so the algorithm can be modified by dividing the Nsyn
equivalent PRCs into Nbatch batches. Then, for each batch we use the same
ξ
j,(i)
j in order to update the PRCs.
As before, I use computational simulations in order to validate the approx-
imations obtained in this subsection. The first result shown is that the third
version of the equivalent PRC can already give accurate results in replicating the
response of an oscillator with feedforward inhibition, especially when the feed-
forward delay is small. If this delay is small enough, even the second version of
the equivalent PRC (equation 22) can give reasonable results. This is seen in
figure 3, where the feedforward delay is taken to be 1 ms. In panel A of figure
3, it is seen that the matching of stationary phase PDFs is not as good as in
the previous case, when the formulas where derived for this purpose. This is to
be expected; for each excitatory input the oscillator with feedforward inhibition
advances its phase, whereas the oscillator with the equivalent PRC experiences
a shift in phase that includes an estimate of future inhibition. On the other
hand, when tracking the timing of output spikes, the oscillator with the third
version of the PRC may outperform the oscillator with a phase PDF-matching
PRC, as long as the feedforward delay is small. This can be observed in panel
D of figure 3, where the normalized cross-correlogram shows a large similarity
between the output spike trains. It could be argued that this similarity in the
cross-correlograms arises from both spike trains having the same frequency. To
counter this argument, I also show in panel E the cross-correlogram between
the spike train with delayed inhibitory inputs, and a spike train with constant
interspike intervals and the same frequency.
Another relevant result is in panel C of figure 3. This panel shows a close
agreement between the expected inhibitory shift at time t + d obtained from
simulations (red curve), and from equation 26 (black curve), which approximates
the expected inhibition by assuming that during the inhibitory delay all inputs
will arrive at regular intervals.
Reported values of delay between an excitatory input and the corresponding
feedforward inhibition are usually in the 1-2 ms range [36, 58], and have even
been described as non-existent [59]. It is nevertheless relevant to test whether
the formulas of this paper can be still applicable when the feedforward delay is
not as short. The approaches taken here to derive the equivalent PRCs should
show their shortcomings as the delay and the input firing rate are increased.
With this in mind the simulations in this paper –with the exception of the one
in figure 3– use a delay of 5 ms, larger than reported values, but still biologically
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Figure 3: Performance of the 2nd and 3rd Eq. PRC versions (ho-
mogeneous inputs) with 1 ms delay. These figures compare the results of
simulating an oscillator with feedforward inhibition against those of an oscillator
with the equivalent PRC when the feedforward delay is 1 ms. The amplitudes
for the excitatory and inhibitory PRCs are aexc = 2/30, and ainh = 1/30 re-
spectively. The input rate is 600 Hz. A: stationary phase PDFs for the oscillator
with feedforward inhibition (red), with the second version of the equivalent PRC
(green), and with the third version of the equivalent PRC (blue). B: Phase re-
setting curves. Black=excitatory, red=inhibitory, green=second Equiv. PRC,
blue=third Equiv. PRC. C: Expected value of the inhibition as a function of
the phase when the initial excitatory input arrives. The red curve comes from
simulating the oscillator with feedforward inhibition, and the black curve comes
from the approximation in equation 26. D: Cross-correlogram between the out-
put spike trains of the oscillators with feedforward inhibition and with the third
equivalent PRC. The horizontal axis indicates time shift, and the vertical axis
the normalized spike count. E: Cross-correlogram between the output spike
train of the oscillator with feedforward inhibition and a spike train with con-
stant interspike intervals and the same frequency. F: Firing rate response of the
oscillators with feedforward inhibition (red), the second version of Equiv. PRC
(green), and the third version of Equiv. PRC (blue) to five different levels of
input rates. Input rates range from 240 Hz to 1200 Hz in constant increments
of 240 Hz.
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plausible.
Figure 4 illustrates simulations done with the second and third versions of
∆eq and a feedforward delay of 5 ms. It is evident in panel E that the second
version of the PRC becomes incapable of matching the firing rate of the oscillator
with feedforward inhibition as the input rates become larger. On the other hand,
the oscillator with the third version of ∆eq still displays similar behaviour to
the oscillator with feedforward inhibition.
The fifth version of the equivalent PRC was also tested, using 60 different in-
puts, each one with different amplitudes for its excitatory and inhibitory PRCs.
The result of the simulations is illustrated in figure 5. As can be seen from this
figure, and from figure 4, the performance for oscillators with homogeneous and
heterogeneous inputs is very similar.
3 Computational explorations of synchronization
with delayed inhibition
The consequences of stochastic synchronization of Purkinje cells have not been
explored before. As an initial approach to this endeavor, I explored how various
factors could affect the synchrony of uncoupled oscillators receiving correlated
inputs and a delayed inhibitory stimulus for each excitatory stimulus. The
insight that there exists an equivalent PRC governing the response of the os-
cillators means that previous studies on stochastic synchronization (where each
input is described with a single PRC) should be applicable in this case. As such,
this exploration is guided by those studies. Stochastic synchrony is a complex
and incompletely understood subject, but it is the author’s opinion that a large
part of the existing results can be intuitively understood in terms of 3 factors:
input correlation, heterogeneity, and PRC shape. Each of these 3 factors will be
manipulated in this section. In the cases of input correlation and heterogeneity
it will be shown that these factors can be manipulated without altering the
PRCs (which in this case correspond to synaptic and excitability effects), but
by altering instead the input sources that have a high firing rate. In this way
it will be shown that different input patterns in the parallel fibers can affect
the degree of synchronization in the Purkinje cells, without necessarily affecting
their firing rate.
For each factor controlling stochastic synchrony, I will also mention some
possible ways by which plasticity could affect it. Climbing fiber activity has
been shown to mediate plasticity in several types of cerebellar cortical synapses
[60], and in this paper I focus on plasticity mediated by CF activity in 3 synapse
types: parallel fiber to Purkinje cell (PF-PC), molecular layer interneurons to
Purkinje cells (MLI-PC), and parallel fiber to molecular layer interneurons (PF-
MLI).
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Figure 4: Performance of the 2nd and 3rd Eq. PRC versions (homoge-
neous inputs) with 5 ms delay. Simulations for 3 different amplitude combi-
nations of ∆exc and ∆inh. Figures on the left correspond to aexc = 1/30, ainh =
2/30. Figures on the middle correspond to aexc = 2/30, ainh = 2/30, and Fig-
ures on the right correspond to aexc = 2/30, ainh = 1/30. The input rate for
all simulations in A-D was r = 600 Hz. Other than the input amplitudes, the
only difference with the simulation of figure 3 is the delay value of 5 ms. A:
stationary phase PDFs for the oscillator with feedforward inhibition (red), with
the second version of the equivalent PRC (green), and with the third version of
the equivalent PRC (blue). B: PRCs used in the simulation. ∆exc (black), ∆inh
(red), second version of ∆eq (green), third version of ∆eq (blue). C: Expected
value of the inhibition as a function of the phase when the initial excitatory
input arrives. The red curve comes from simulating the oscillator with feedfor-
ward inhibition, and the black curve comes from the approximation in equation
26. D: Cross-correlogram between the output spike trains of the oscillators with
feedforward inhibition and with the third equivalent PRC. The horizontal axis
indicates time shift, and the vertical axis the normalized spike count. E: Firing
rate response of the oscillators with feedforward inhibition (red), the second
version of Equiv. PRC (green), and the third version of Equiv. PRC (blue) to
five different levels of input rates. Input rates range from 240 Hz to 1200 Hz in
constant increments of 240 Hz.
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Figure 5: Performance of the fifth Eq. PRC version (heterogeneous
inputs) with 5 ms delay. Simulations for 3 different combinations of mean
PRC amplitudes. For each simulation a total of Nsyn = 60 different inputs were
used, each with randomly chosen amplitudes ajexc and a
j
inh for ∆
j
exc and ∆
j
inh.
The firing rate for all inputs was rj = 10 Hz. Figures on the left correspond
to a simulation where the mean of the PRC amplitudes is < ajexc >= 1/30, <
ajinh >= 2/30. Figures on the middle correspond to < a
j
exc >= 2/30, < a
j
inh >=
2/30, and figures on the right correspond to < ajexc >= 2/30, < a
j
inh >= 1/30.
A: stationary phase PDFs for the oscillator with feedforward inhibition (red),
and with the fifth version of the equivalent PRCs (blue). Magenta dash-dotted
lines indicate the phase PDF corresponding to intermediate iterations in the
iterative procedure used. B: PRCs used in the simulation. Different colored
lines show the equivalent PRCs for the first 5 synapses. C: Cross-correlogram
between the output spike trains of the oscillators with feedforward inhibition
and with the equivalent PRCs. The horizontal axis indicates time shift, and the
vertical axis the normalized spike count. D: Cross-correlograms between the
output spike train of the oscillator with feedforward inhibition and a regular
spiking oscillator matching its mean frequency. E: Firing rate response of the
oscillators with feedforward inhibition (red), and the equivalent PRCs (blue) to
five different levels of input rates. Input rates range from 240 Hz to 1200 Hz in
constant increments of 240 Hz.
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3.1 Details of the simulations
All simulations used 20 oscillators with frequencies drawn from a Gaussian dis-
tribution with mean of 50 Hz, and a standard deviation of 1 Hz. Each oscilla-
tor received 60 separate inputs, selected from a pool of different Poisson point
processes. The effect of feedforward inhibition was simulated by applying an
inhibitory input 5 ms after each excitatory input; this delay was chosen to il-
lustrate that the effects described in this paper are present despite significant
delays in the inhibition. As previously discussed, the effect of each excitatory
and inhibitory input was described by separate PRCs, with excitatory PRCs
being positive or null for all phases, and inhibitory PRCs being negative or null.
The shape of all PRCs was the sinusoidal (positive or negative) used in the
previous section. All simulations used an exact integration method, where the
phases of all oscillators were updated whenever an input was received or one of
them spiked.
Three different measures were used in order to test the synchrony of the
20 oscillators. The first and most significant measure was obtained by simu-
lating a DCN neuron receiving all the spikes produced by the 20 oscillators.
Neurons in the DCN tonically produce action potentials, and have powerful de-
polarizing currents that are triggered by hyperpolarization [25]. These features
were included in a simple model of a DCN neuron consinsting of an oscillator
whose frequency was raised by deep enough hyperpolarizations but relaxed back
to baseline levels for moderate amounts of inhibition. The phase of the DCN
neuron, represented as θDCN had an angular frequency ωDCN , and obeyed the
equation
θ˙DCN = ωDCN −
∑
i
aδ(t− ti) .
The value ti represents the arrival time of the i-th input, δ() is the Dirac delta
function, and a is a positive value representing the amplitude of the inhibitory
inputs. The value θDCN is not an ordinary phase, as it is allowed to remain
in the interval [−2, 1]. Whenever the phase reaches the value 1 it is reset to
the value 0, but the negative inputs can create negative values that saturate at
-2. Whenever θDCN goes below the threshold value θthr = −0.5 the frequency
ωDCN increases according to
ω˙DCN =
ωmax − ωDCN
1 + eξ(tthr−t+toff )
,
where ωmax is the maximum angular frequency, tthr is the time when the phase
last crossed the threshold, and ξ, toff are positive constants. On the other hand,
when the frequency is above the threshold θthr, ωDCN obeys
ω˙DCN =
ωbase − ωDCN
1 + eξ(tthr−t+toff )
,
where ωbase is the angular frequency that would take place in the absence of
inputs. Notice that in the absence of threshold crossings these two equations
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asymptotically become ω˙DCN = ωbase/max − ωDCN . Volleys of synchronized
spikes from the 20 oscillators would create deep hyperpolarizations (negative
phases) in the DCN cell, and afterwards provide a time period with low inhibi-
tion, during which the DCN cell could spike. The result was that that for fixed
firing rates in the input, the output firing rate of the DCN cell increased as a
function of the input synchrony.
The second synchrony measure used was the circular variance [61]. In order
to obtain this measure, each time one of the oscillators spiked, the phases of the
other 19 oscillators were obtained. This resulted in a large sample of phases φi,
i = 1, . . . , N which should be clustered near the values 0 or 1 in the case when
the oscillators spike close to one another. Since the phases are periodic, in order
to average them they are represented as complex numbers with unit norm. If
the number corresponding to φi is si, then R{si} = cos(φi), I{si} = sin(φi), and
the average of these numbers is s¯ = 1N
∑N
i=1 (cos(φi) + i sin(φi)). The circular
variance is defined as 1− ‖s¯‖.
The third synchrony measure comes from [62], and approximates the average
correlation among spike trains. In short, spike trains are convolved with a
Gaussian filter to obtain their continuous version, and the correlation among
two spike trains comes from the normalized inner product of their continuous
versions. The synchrony measure comes from the mean of these correlations for
all pairs of spike trains. In the author’s implementation of this measure, due to
the widths of the Gaussian filters used, the synchrony measure obtained from a
group of spike trains A can be compared to the synchrony of a group of spike
trains B only when the trains in A and B have similar mean firing rates.
The values for synchrony measures and average firing rates in the bar graphs
of all figures come from averaging the results of 100 simulations. The simulations
and all other calculations were performed in Matlab (www.mathworks.com).
Source code is available upon request.
3.2 The effect of input correlation
Previous studies show that the more correlated the inputs are, the greater the
potential for stochastic synchronization of their targets. In other words, for any
two oscillators larger input correlations cause a peak in the distribution of their
phase difference [39, 42, 49].
The simulation results in panels A and B of figure 6 illustrate this. There
were 3 simulated trials, each one with a different level of input correlation among
the 20 oscillators. In order to change the level of input correlation on each trial,
the number of possible input sources (each a Poisson point process) was in-
creased, so that with each oscillator receiving input from 60 randomly chosen
sources, the expected number of common inputs decreased. The first figure in
panel A of figure 6 shows the spike raster of the 100 input sources from the first
trial. The other 3 figures show the amplitudes of the excitatory PRCs depend-
ing on the oscillator and the input source. An amplitude of zero (denoted by
the blue color) means that the oscillator is not connected to the input source,
so for each row there are 60 columns with a color other than dark blue, corre-
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Figure 6: Effect of input correlation on synchrony of multiple os-
cillators A: (Far left) Spike raster for 100 input signals during 20 seconds of
simulated time. (Middle left) excitatory connection weights from the 100 input
signals to the 20 oscillators. These weights correspond to the amplitudes of the
excitatory PRCs; the amplitudes of inhibitory PRCs are not shown. (Middle
right) excitatory connection weights from 400 input signals to the 20 oscillators.
(Far right) excitatory connection weights from 1200 input signals to the 20 oscil-
lators in the case of uncorrelated inputs. B: DCN firing rate, circular variance,
mean correlation, and Purkinje oscillator average firing rate for simulations with
3 different values for the expected number of common inputs, corresponding to
connection matrices like the ones in panel A. C: Representative simulation dis-
playing the effect of more high-frequency inputs being shared by the oscillators.
(Far left) spike raster for the 500 inputs during the 3 periods of the simulation.
(Middle left) excitatory connection weights. (Middle right) inhibitory connec-
tion weights. (Right) output spike train of the DCN oscillator convolved with a
thin Gaussian. The red trace is a smoothing of this signal, which allows to see
the fluctuations in the firing rate. D: DCN mean firing rate, circular variance,
mean correlation, and Purkinje oscillator firing rate for the 3 periods shown in
C, averaged over 100 simulations.
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sponding to values chosen randomly from a uniform distribution. This makes
explicit that the expected number of common inputs among different oscillators
changes between trials, from 36 to 9 to 0. In panel B it is shown that increasing
input correlation increases the synchrony of the oscillators as measured by the
circular variance and mean correlation described previously. The firing rate of
the simulated DCN cell also increases when there are more common inputs. The
figure on the far right of panel B shows that changing the number of common
inputs under these conditions doesn’t have an effect on the firing rate of the
oscillators.
The next simulation involving input correlation involves a single trial where
the input sources have 3 different firing patterns, and is shown on panels C and
D of figure 6. It is relevant to ask whether activating a particular combination
of cells in the granule-cell layer could increase the response in the DCN cells
of its microcomplex, not because of the average weight of their synapses onto
Purkinje cells, but because they are common to many of those Purkinje cells.
Mossy fiber LTP [60] promotes a population code, in which sensory stimuli can
be represented by particular combinations of granule cells with a high firing rate,
and Golgi feedback inhibition ensures that these combinations do not remain
static [63], so a candidate code for the information in the granule cell layer could
be combinations of cells spiking faster.
The simulations shown in figure 6, panels C and D have 500 inputs, and
at all times half of them have a low firing rate (5 Hz), and half of them have
a high firing rate (40 Hz). The PRC amplitudes for all inputs were randomly
chosen from a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 0.06]. Numbering the 500
inputs, 250 are even and 250 are odd. 30 odd inputs were chosen to be received
by every oscillator. For each oscillator, its remaining 30 inputs were randomly
chosen from the other 470 inputs. The simulation then proceeded in 3 stages,
each lasting 5 seconds. In the first stage, inputs 1 through 250 had a high firing
rate, and the last 250 inputs had a low firing rate. In the second stage the 250
odd inputs had a large firing rate, and the even inputs had a low firing rate.
In the third stage the last 250 inputs had a high firing rate, and the first 250
inputs had a low firing rate. The result is that the synchrony of the oscillators
increased during the second stage, when the 30 common odd inputs had a high
firing rate. The average firing rate of all oscillators was the same during the 3
stages.
We can ask what role plasticity could play in shaping the input correlation.
The majority of PF-PC synapses seem to be silent [64, 65]. Silent synapses can
become active, and active synpses can become silent [66], which suggests that
Purkinje cells are continuously selecting their inputs. When there is no climbing
fiber activity, sensory-evoked high-frequency input creates LTP in the PF-PC
synapse [67, 68, 69, 70]. The cell seems to select those inputs that are strong and
don’t happen near complex spikes. When there are complex spikes, conjunctive
CF and PF activity leads to LTD in the PF-PC synapse [15, 16, 58, 17]. This
is balanced with LTD in the MLI-PC synapse [58]. The cell tends to ignore
inputs that happen at the time of complex spikes. This suggests that input
correlation may be weakened for inputs that coincide with complex spikes. The
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effect of this on the DCN firing rate would be similar to the effect attributed to
conjunctive LTD in the PF-PC synapse, suggesting that these two mechanisms
could be complementary.
3.3 The effect of heterogeneity
Physiological heterogeneity can disrupt stochastic synchronization [54, 71, 48,
49]. This heterogeneity can present itself in the firing rates of the oscillators,
and in the variety of responses to different inputs. In here I focus on the het-
erogeneity of responses, characterized as PRC heterogeneity.
If we have uncoupled oscillators, and the response to inputs for each one is
characterized with a separate PRC, then heterogeneity in those PRCs can limit
the amount of stochastic synchronization [48, 49]. Small-amplitude type II PRCs
are more susceptible to this effect of heterogeneity than large-amplitude PRCs
[48]. In the case of low input correlations, two heterogeneous oscillators may
synchronize better than two homogeneous ones, but only in the case when the
two homogeneous are “bad synchronizers,” and the heterogeneous ones include
a “good synchronizer” [49]. In general, the best case for stochastic synchrony is
when the PRCs are similar, and their shape is conducive to synchronization, as
in the case of type II PRCs (discussed in the next subsection).
Figure 7 shows the result of a simulation in which increasing PRC homo-
geneity can increase oscillator synchrony and the DCN firing rate, and this is
caused by shifting to a particular firing pattern of activity in the inputs. The
firing pattern that increases the DCN activity does so not because it targets
weaker or more inhibitory synapses, but because it targets homogeneous PRCs.
Panels A and B of figure 7 show a single representative simulation showing
the effects of targeting homogeneous synapses, in a manner similar to panels
C and D of figure 6. For this simulation, there is a pool of 100 possible in-
put sources. All the odd inputs have the same excitatory and inhibitory PRC
amplitudes. The even inputs have PRC amplitudes randomly chosen from a
homogeneous distribution whose mean is the amplitude of odd PRCs. For the
odd inputs, the excitatory and inhibitory amplitudes were chosen to be equal,
because in this case the equivalent PRC has a proper shape for synchronization
given the shapes and delay used (figure 4 B). Each oscillator randomly receives
30 odd and 30 even inputs. The simulation proceeds in 3 periods, each lasting
5 seconds, as was done previously. In the first period the first 50 inputs have
high firing rates (40 Hz), and the last 50 inputs have low firing rates (5 Hz).
During the second period the odd inputs have high firing rates, and the even
inputs have low firing rates. In the last period the last 50 inputs have high firing
rates, and the first 50 inputs have low firing rates. The result is that during the
second period the DCN oscillator reliably increases its firing rate. The average
firing rate of all Purkinje oscillators remains the same during the 3 periods, so
the increase in DCN firing rate is due to an increase in synchrony. Panel B of
figure 7 shows this effect for the average measures from 100 simulations.
We can also discuss the effects of plasticity on input heterogeneity, although
unlike input correlation, in this case it is case it is hard to reach a hypothesis. It
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was mentioned in the previous subsection that high-frequency activity elicited by
sensory stimulation can lead to LTP in the PF-PC synapse. Moreover, climbing
fiber activity that is not paired with PF activity leads to LTP in the MLI-
PC synapse, a phenomenon known as rebound potentiation [72]. The PRC
amplitudes depend on the synapses, and on intrinsic excitability of the cell.
Potentiation of the synapse could potentially lead to saturation in the PRC
amplitudes, so that all synapses with saturated amplitudes have similar PRCs,
thus decreasing heterogeneity. In the case when there is conjunctive CF-PF
activity both the PF-PC and MLI-PC experience LTD. If the LTD in these two
synapses is balanced, the heterogeneity could be maintained. It is thus hard
to speculate whether climbing fiber activity alters the amount of heterogeneity,
particularly when there are also other forms of plasticity whose effect on the
shape of the effective PRC is not entirely clear.
3.4 The effect of PRC shape and amplitude
In general, most PRC shapes can produce some degree of stochastic synchrony
for small correlated inputs [39, 40]. The particular shape of the PRC, however,
can have a considerable effect on the degree of synchronization. Oscillators with
type II PRCs, which are positive for late phases and negative for early phases
[56], tend to synchronize better when receiving correlated inputs [42, 41, 48].
For small amplitude inputs the optimal shape for synchronization is a negative
sinusoidal wave [44], but this shape may vary for different input amplitudes,
and some shapes may be desynchronizing [46].
In the case of feedforward inhibition, the balance between excitatory and
and inhibitory PRC amplitudes affects the shape of the equivalent PRC. If the
excitatory and inhibitory PRCs have the same amplitude and a single peak,
their equivalent PRC tends to be of type II (depending on the peak locations
and the duration of the feedforward delay), and increasing this amplitude will
in general be favorable for synchronization. When the excitatory and inhibitory
PRCs have different amplitudes, increasing or decreasing those amplitudes in
the same proportion will have an effect in the firing rate of the oscillator, so the
effect of Purkinje PRC amplitude on the DCN firing rate will be largely due to
changes in the firing rate of Purkinje cells.
The simulations of figure 8 are intended to illustrate how the effect of chang-
ing the PRC amplitudes depends on the shape of the equivalent PRC, which
is determined by the amplitudes and shapes of the excitatory and inhibitory
PRCs. The shapes of the excitatory and inhibitory PRCs are not manipulated,
but the ratio of their amplitudes is set to be either 1:1, 2:1, or 1:2, which pro-
duces 3 different shapes for the equivalent PRC. For each of these 3 ratios, I run
simulations for 3 different values of PRC amplitudes. Each ratio corresponds to
one of the B, C, D panels, and each value of amplitude corresponds to one of
the bars in the individual plots.
Panel A in the first row of figure 8 shows input rasters and PRC amplitude
matrices for a simulation with constant firing rates for 100 input sources. The
randomly chosen amplitude matrices shown in panel A correspond to the case
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Figure 7: Effect of PRC homogeneity on synchrony of multiple os-
cillators. A: Representative simulation displaying the effect of homogeneous
synapses being targetted by the high-frequency inputs. (Far left) spike raster for
the 100 inputs during the 3 periods of the simulation. (Middle left) excitatory
connection weights (PRC amplitudes). (Middle right) inhibitory connection
weights. Although it is hard to appreciate in this figure, for each odd input its
inhibitory and excitatory weights are the same. (Right) output spike train of
the DCN oscillator convolved with a thin Gaussian. The red trace is a smooth-
ing of this signal, which allows to see the fluctuations in the firing rate. B: DCN
firing rate, circular variance, mean correlation, and average Purkinje oscillator
firing rate for the 3 periods shown in C, averaged over 100 simulations.
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of balanced excitation and inhibition, and therefore these matrices are identical.
In the case for the other two ratios of excitation to inhibition, the matrices are
scaled versions of one another. Panel B in the second row shows the effect of
changing the PRC amplitudes in the case of balanced excitation and inhibition.
As can be observed, a proportional change of PRC amplitudes has a very small
effect on the firing rate of the Purkinje oscillators, but the synchrony and DCN
firing rate increase with the amplitude of the PRCs, as would be expected given
that the shape of the equivalent PRC in this case tends to be of type II. This
outcome changes when the amplitudes of excitatory PRCs are twice as large as
those of the inhibitory PRCs. This case can be seen in Panel C of figure 8, where
increasing the PRC amplitudes proportionally significantly increases both syn-
chrony and Purkinje firing rate, and with these two factors opposing each other
the DCN firing rate only shows a very small increase. It should be remembered
that the author’s implementation of the mean correlation measure R is not a
good way to compare the synchrony of different trials when they have different
mean firing rates (the case in panels C and D), so the Z measure should be used
instead, which shows smaller values for larger levels of synchrony. A different
outcome happens when the inhibitory PRCs are twice as large as the excitatory
PRCs and the amplitudes are increased while maintaining these proportions.
Panel D shows that in this scenario the synchrony barely decreases as the am-
plitudes grow, but the Purkinje firing rates decrease significantly, resulting in
an increase of the DCN firing rate. This last scenario where the synchrony’s
effect is small replicates the hypothesis about the role of conjunctive LTD in
the PF-PC synapse in the Marr-Albus-Ito model. To the author’s knowledge,
no cerebellar model has explicitly considered the possibility of synchrony effects
such as those in panels B and C.
Clearly, plasticity in the synapses of Purkinje cells will have an effect on
the shape and amplitude of their equivalent PRCs. The aforementioned LTP
in the PF-PC synapse created by PF activity in the absence of CF activity will
tend to increase the amplitude of excitatory PRCs, and rebound potentiation
will create the corresponding effect for inhibitory PRCs. Conjunctive PF and
CF activity will reduce both excitatory and inhibitory PRC amplitudes. The
effect of this change in amplitudes will depend on a various details, such as the
balance in excitation and inhibition, the shapes of the PRCs, and the importance
of Purkinje cell synchrony on DCN output relative to the importance of IPSP
amplitude. As long as these factors are not considered, intuitive predictions
about the role of plasticity in shaping DCN output could be erroneous.
4 Discussion
I have shown that stochastic synchronization in the presence of feedforward
inhibition with relatively small delays can be studied with the standard PRC
methods using the equivalent PRC concept. Furthermore, I have suggested how
stochastic synchronization in Purkinje cells of the cerebellum could be explored
in terms of three properties: input correlation, heterogeneity (of PRCs and firing
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Figure 8: Effect of PRC shape and amplitude. A: (Left) spike raster
showing 100 inputs with constant firing rate; similar inputs were used for all
simulations in this figure. (Center and right) PRC amplitudes for the case of
balanced excitation and inhibition. Notice that amplitudes are the same for
both cases. B: DCN firing rate (far left), circular variance (middle left), mean
correlation (middle right), and average Purkinje oscillator firing rate (far right)
for 3 different values of mean PRC amplitude in the case of balanced excitation
and inhibition. C: DCN firing rate (far left), circular variance (middle left),
mean correlation (middle right), and average Purkinje oscillator firing rate (far
right) for 3 different values of the mean PRC amplitude in the case when excita-
tory PRC amplitudes are twice as large as inhibitory PRC amplitudes. D: DCN
firing rate (far left), circular variance (middle left), mean correlation (middle
right), and average Purkinje oscillator firing rate (far right) for 3 different values
of the mean PRC amplitude in the case when inhibitory PRC amplitudes are
twice as large as excitatory PRC amplitudes. The seemingly significant decrease
in mean correlation as opposed to the very slight change in circular variance is
an artifact of comparing the synchrony of spike trains with very different fir-
ing rates (see Materials and Methods). In this case, circular variance is the
appropriate measure.
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rates), and PRC shape.
4.1 Two principles for studying stochastic synchroniza-
tion with delayed feedforward inhibition
There is increasing evidence for the role of synchrony in the the code of Purk-
inje cells’ output [73, 74]. For a long time it has been hypothesized that
this synchrony arises due to mossy fiber input [75], and in the case of sim-
ple spike synchronization among Purkinje cells separated by several hundred
micrometers along the direction of parallel fibers this hypothesis may be correct
[76, 30, 31, 32]. Modulation of firing rates by common inputs can increase the
amount of synchrony observed in a cross-correlogram, but when synchrony in-
creases while firing rates are not being modulated, or when they are modulated
in different directions, then a more complete approach to studying synchrony is
required. The PRC of a cell is a compact representation of all the factors that
affect its input-driven synchronization, so the application of theoretical advances
in stochastic synchronization is a sensible approach to understand the effect of
inputs to Purkinje cells. Studying this, however, may not be straightforward
given all the connections involved in the cerebellar cortical loop. This paper
suggests two principles to begin this study. A first principle is that feedfor-
ward inhibition can be conceptually removed by considering equivalent PRCs.
A second principle is that synchrony is propitiated by: (i) similar firing rates in
Purkinje cells, (ii) homogeneous PRCs, (iii) correlated inputs, and (iv) type II
equivalent PRCs.
In theory these two principles can be experimentally tested, but some aspects
appear technically challenging, such as manipulating the input correlation of
Purkinje cells, or the homogeneity of their synapses. Detailed modeling is a
viable alternative, although it is hampered by unknown physiological data, such
as the shape and frequency dependence of inhibitory PRCs, statistical properties
of some connections, or a detailed understanding of how DCN cells integrate
their input. Nevertheless, there are realistic community models [77] that have
approached similar challenges (e.g. [78, 38, 79, 25]), so their use along with
experimental approaches is a promising future direction.
4.2 Is the PRC model adequate?
Purkinje cells are particularly complex, and their computational models tend
to be mathematically intractable. The oscillator representation is a mathemati-
cally tractable model that allows to construct complicated hypotheses that may
then be addressed by physiological experiments and by detailed models. This
extra step in the modeling process is beneficial in the study of synchronization
because the effects of changing physiological parameters are not straightforward
in this case. Still, modeling Purkninje cells as oscillators and characterizing
their inputs through a PRC entails a drastic reduction in complexity, which
could obscure important details. Purkinje cells tonically fire simple spikes with
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frequencies ranging from 30 to 150 Hz; these frequencies are modulated by affer-
ent and efferent inputs (e.g. [80, 81]), creating a wide dynamic range. Modeling
and experimental results described in [82, 37], however, seem to show that the
frequencies of Purkinje cells are intrinsically not so irregular, and that despite
their complicated dendritic tree the summation of inputs can happen indepen-
dently of their location and distribution. Indeed, the irregularity in simple spike
inter-spike intervals seems to arise because of MLI inputs. Moreover, in the den-
dritic tree there exist voltage-gated calcium channels that amplifiy distant focal
inputs more than proximal ones, canceling cable attenuation and making the
somatic response largely independent of input location.
Further considerations regarding the general suitability of the PRC repre-
sentation are presented in [54]. For the specific case of Purkinje cells, the main
concerns when using the theory of stochastic synchronization may be the vari-
ability in firing rates, and the fact that the PRCs change depending on this firing
rate. These issues are not fully resolved, but possible answers are outlined in
the last subsection.
4.3 Several types of synchrony
Experimental measurements of simple-spike synchrony in Purkinje cells may
point to separate mechanisms, which could depend on the distance and align-
ment of the cells, or on whether they depend on mossy fiber inputs.
Synchrony between PCs less than 150 micrometers apart is perhaps the most
commonly found. Some of its characteristics are being present in spontaneous
[75, 76, 33] and evoked activity [76], appearing in cross-correlograms as a sharp
peak near zero lag on top of a peak with long tails [83, 33], or sometimes with
two peaks near ±5 ms [33]. The peaks seem to arise from alignment of the
spikes delimiting pauses in simple spikes, and the long tails by rate modulation
[83].
On the other hand, synchrony between PCs several hundred micrometers
apart often happens between cells aligned in the parallel fiber direction [76, 30,
32]. The results in [31] showed more frequent synchronization along the rostro-
caudal direction, possibly for cells in the same functional module. Interestingly,
cells with complex spike synchrony were more likely to have synchronization of
simple spikes, and there were aligned pauses (with mean duration of 129 ms,
longer than the pauses of 20 ms in [83]). The results in [32] have some char-
acteristics in common with [31], with complex spike synchronization happening
orthogonally to parallel fiber beams in cells that tended to respond to the same
stimuli with distances around 230 micrometers. Thus, synchrony may be found
between distant PCs aligned orthogonally to the parallel fiber axis when those
cells have similar response properties.
Other characteristics of the synchrony between distant PCs is that it may
be observed in spontaneous activity, or may arise from inputs, and in this latter
case the synchrony may not be explained by firing rate modulation [76, 30, 31].
The peak in the cross-correlogram may last for long periods, especially when
afferent inputs are present [76, 30].
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These data suggest that synchrony may have more than one underlying
cause. Broad peaks in cross-correlograms among nearby PCs may come from
comodulation; alignment of pauses could arise from a combination of common
ascending axon inputs and recurrent inhibition. Synchrony between distant PCs
along the parallel fiber axis presumably arises from parallel fiber interactions.
Synchrony among distant PCs not aligned in the parallel fiber axis could possibly
arise due to common input, but recurrent inhibition can’t be totally dismissed,
although coherence in simple spike response decays with distance [33], making
this less likely. The fact that for distant PCs simple spike synchronization is
more likely when there is complex spike synchronization [31] suggests a learning
mechanism may be in place.
4.4 Cerebellar models, firing rates, and everything else
The mechanism of stochastic synchrony does not require to assume any par-
ticular theory of cerebellar function, it merely expands the space of plausible
mechanisms to implement them. There are several ways in which stochastic
synchrony could be an important factor for cerebellar function, and they all de-
pend on the physiological details. What is assumed about those details usually
depends on what is assumed about the function of cerebellar microcircuitry.
In this section I present some examples of synchronization playing a role in
different hypotheses of cerebellar function.
We start by working under the assumption that the cerebellum is mainly
involved in the control of sensory data acquisition [84]. Under this assumption,
parallel fibers perform a modulatory role, and most of the evoked simple spike
activity depends on ascending axons, which produce synchronous stimulation
capable of making the membrane voltage cross threshold [4, 85]. Synchrony
among nearby Purkinje cells can happen naturally because of the common as-
cending axon activation. Under these assumptions, a suggestion is that the role
of parallel fibers could be to regulate the amount of synchrony that happens
among the cells activated by ascending axons, and in this way allow the sensory
and motor context to affect the cerebellar response. Moreover, plasticity mech-
anisms elicited by complex spikes could reshape the way in which these contexts
affect synchrony.
In the context of the hypothesis that the cerebellum controls the acquisi-
tion of sensory information, it may be assumed that the CF-mediated plasticity
acts as a homeostatic mechanism that regulates the firing rate of Purkinje cells
through a negative feedback loop [86, 87]. A variation of this would be to as-
sume that the CF-mediated plasticity also acts to equalize the simple spike firing
rates of Purkinje cells, which would permit a higher degree of stochastic syn-
chronization. A second variation could come if we assume that complex spikes
serve not only a homeostatic function, but constitute a learning mechanism by
firing in response to sensory stimuli which tend to require a response, such as
an air puff to the eye, the stretching of a tendon, or a drop in blood pressure.
In this second variation, the GC activity that tends to happen in in the absence
of complex spikes in a given PC will produce strong excitatory and inhibitory
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synapses, whereas GC activity that tends to happen in conjunction with simple
spikes will produce weak synapses. The strong, highly correlated input from the
ascending axons will entrain nearby Purkinje cells as long as their subthreshold
potentials remain similar, since it has a purely excitatory effect (a type I PRC).
Strong and heterogeneous PF input, like the one from GC activity unrelated to
complex spikes has the ability to desynchronize the phases of the subthreshold
potentials, whereas the weak synapses of PF inputs correlated with complex
spikes cannot disrupt the synchronization.
Indeed, when sensory evoked granule cell inputs happen in the absence of
complex spikes LTP takes place in the PF-PC synapse [67, 68, 69, 70]. At the
PF-MLI synapse, inputs that are not paired with CF activity can experience
LTP or LTD in stellate cells, [88], and STD in basket cells [89]. Moreover, PF
stimulation that is unpaired with CF activity increases the size of PC receptive
fields, and the size of MLI receptive fields is decreased [90]. Finally, when there
is CF activity that does not happen in conjunction with complex spikes there
is an induction of LTP in the MLI-PC synapses, known as rebound potenti-
ation [72]. These experiments suggest that the GC activity that is generally
not associated with complex spike activity in a PC has strong excitatory and
inhibitory synapses, large excitatory receptive fields, and a variety of responses
in the PF-MLI synapse.
The opposite scenario seems to happen when GC inputs happen in conjunc-
tion with CF inputs. In this case there is LTD in both excitatory [15, 16, 58, 17]
and inhibitory [58] synapses. In addition, the size of MLI receptive fields in-
creases, while the size of PC receptive fields decreases [90]. The GC activity
that is associated with complex spikes will thus tend to have weaker synapses
at the Purkinje cell, and perhaps broader inhibition. If the PF activity encodes
a sensory context, and if complex spikes arise in response to sensory stimuli
that tend to require a response, then the contexts associated with the need for
a response would be the ones that disrupt synchrony the least. An increase in
synchrony for particular sensory contexts could complement effects on the firing
rate of Purkinje cells, creating an output signal from cerebellar cortex that can
be used both for behavior generation and as a training signal for downstream
plasticity. This creates a hybrid model of cerebellar function, where there could
could be control of sensory information, but this could be modulated by the
particular context. In fact, there seems to be no strong a priori reason to as-
sume that the cerebellum couldn’t perform both selection of relevant sensory
information and correction of behavior execution.
A rather different hypothesis about cerebellar function comes from the view
of the cerebellum as an adaptive filter (e.g. [8, 91, 10]). This view could be said
to encompass the models based on the classical Marr-Albus framework [6, 7].
Typically, under this view the parallel fibers can drive the firing rate of Purkinje
cells, and complex spikes signal peformance errors. The PF-PC synapses that
are positively correlated with errors will undergo LTD, whereas the PF-PC
signals that are negatively correlated with errors will undergo LTP, so that
behavior execution is driven by the signals that minimize error. A more complete
version of this hypothesis could consider the changes in synchronization that
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come from CF-mediated plasticity, as exemplified below.
One view of how CF-mediated plasticity could work in the Marr-Albus
framework is that this plasticity increases the synchrony of the cells not corre-
lated with complex spike activity, because of the same basic plasticity mecha-
nisms outlined above (notice that in the previous hypothesis these mechanisms
would lead to desynchronization rather than synchronization). We could assume
that GC activity not associated with complex spikes produces strong excitatory
and inhibitory synapses that grow until saturation, and also adopt the key as-
sumption that when synapses grow until saturation they become homogeneous,
with an equivalent PRC of type II. This would lead to a larger degree of syn-
chrony from signals negatively correlated with complex spikes, complementing
the effect of conjunctive LTD in the PF-PC synapse. On the other hand, the
weak heterogeneous inputs from signals associated with complex spikes would
lead to a low degree of synchronization. The dynamics of this system could
correspond to a generalization of the results in [45]. In addition, the silencing
of synapses from conjunctive LTD could lead to a decrease of input correlation
for particular patterns of activity, as mentioned in the results section. This
variation of the basic Marr-Albus-Ito hypothesis could explain to some extent
the experimental results which question the sufficiency of conjunctive LTD for
cerebellar learning (summarized in the introduction of this paper). For exam-
ple, the deep hyperpolarizations produced by synchronous simple spikes could
mediate plasticity in the targets of Purkinje cells, which would explain why the
inhibition of Purkinje cells seems to be necessary for consolidation of motor
learning [22].
To finish this paper, I present a general hypothesis about stochastic syn-
chrony that is agnostic to the specific function performed by the cerebellum,
but leads to different predictions to the hypotheses described above. As before,
the basic idea is that stochastic synchrony is modulated in various functional
modules of cerebellar cortex according to an afferent/efferent context provided
by parallel fibers from other modules. An outline of how this could happen is as
follows: First, afferent/efferent input increases the firing rate of Purkinje cells
in one or more parasagittal cerebellar modules due to granule cell ascending
axons. The firing rate modulation has a triple effect: it changes the equivalent
PRC shapes for the PF inputs to type II, it increases the amplitude of those
PRCs, and it equalizes the firing rates of a subset of Purkinje cells. These
effects propitiate stochastic synchrony among the cells activated with similar
firing rates that receive common parallel fiber input. The synchrony acts as a
gain mechanism on the response of the DCN cells receiveing converging inputs
from the responding Purkinje cells.
The reason why the input could change the PRC shape to type II is related to
how the PRC is modulated by the cell’s firing rate. Measurement of excitatory
PRCs in the Purkinje cell indicate that this curve is flat at low firing rates, but
at higher firing rates it presents a peak at later phases [57]. It is not known how
the inhibitory inputs change their PRC according to the firing rate, but if this
PRC remains flat or develops a peak for early phases then the increase in firing
rate could generate a type II PRC.
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The reason why the activity produced by the ascending axons could increase
the amplitude of the PRCs is because of the active channels present in the
PC dendrites, combined with the fact that the synapses from the ascending
axons would increase the amount of intracellular calcium. Similarly, the activity
induced by the ascending axons could result in subsets of Purkinje cells with
similar firing rates, which could depend on a gain modulation produced by
complex spikes. Moreover, complex spikes may elicit temporary alignments of
simple spike firing rates in different cells. Following a complex spike a Purkinje
cell tend to go through a pause, facilitation, and suppression, and the simple
spike frequency tends to be reduced [74].
The role of complex spikes under this general hypothesis of stochastic syn-
chrony could be merely a homeostatic one, the equalization of firing rates, se-
lection of error-reducing inputs, or the selection of inputs that predict errors
or sensory events. There are assumptions which could make any of these a vi-
able candidate, and figuring out the right ones (as well as determining whether
stochastic synchrony plays a role at all in cerebellar function) will require further
experimental and modeling work.
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